
Case #13012339 

Vehicle purchased Nov. 2012 from Nick Abraham Nissan Sheffield Ohio 

All service done at Nissan until Dec. 2013 

7/2013  front end hood damage rust, inspected and fixed, told by dealership repair job obviously not 

done in shop, very poor workmanship and since not done in repair shop would not have been identified 

on a Car Fax, numerous phone calls to dealership and body shop not returned, see letter to dealer re 

issues and problems ensuing for body work and my concerns about the integrity of either his shop, the 

certification person or Nissan as a company expressed.  Initially dealership to assume half of cost but 

after expressing my anger at the lack of communication during the entire process did mot bill me for 

repairs. 

12/2013 during oil change at dealership requested front driver window switch be looked at, told it 

needs to be replaced and stabilizer links worn and need replaced.  I have since replaced stabilizer links  

at my cost 

1/4/14 I am told by another repair facility and have since had it verified by 2 certified mechanics and by 

the dealership the control arms are worn and need replaced (I have to wonder why this issue was not 

identified in December) 

1/4/14 letter sent to dealership re amount of wear for relative low mileage shown on odometer 

1/7/14 dealer contacted re bring vehicle in for inspection, expressed my concerns re wear vs mileage, 

request to have computer checked for dash mileage vs actual, dealership states can’t be done,  also 

expressed concerns re front end damage, told that was not identified before purchase  

1/13/14  Inspection completed, window switch and control arm repairs needed  dealer will assume half 

and my cost will be 300 

1/16/14  Car Fax purchased to assure myself that the odometer is correct and report of damaged vehicle 

identified, Mike Abraham called concerns about collision and subsequent on going front end problems 

left on voice mail 
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1/21/14  spoke with Mike Abraham, no history reports are run on certified used vehicles, paying for half 

of the needed repairs is more than reasonable, any other dealer “would tell me to stick it”  this wear is 

reasonable for mileage on car and denies knowledge of any previous front end damage, States that they 

do not use Car Fax,  also states that Car Fax report of being towed doesn’t mean that it actually was 

damaged bad enough to need a tow (which is contrary to Car Fax explanation) again my concerns about 

the integrity of either his shop, the certification person or Nissan as a company expressed, Dealership 

stands by statement they are being more than fair in offering only the current needed repairs at half 

price, I stated I was not satisfied with that and ended the phone call.   Nissan USA called 800-647-7261 

and issues reported to Sheryl Extension 458135, incident report case #13012339, reported I have spoken 

with dealer numerous times about the front end and their lack of knowledge in certifying a vehicle that 

has previous front end damage and then selling it to me as in Excellent condition and I am not satisfied 

with his offers again Nissan states vehicle has never been damaged, I offered to send via email car fax 

report, they did not accept this offer. 

1/22/14  contact from Nissan Regional Consumer Affairs,  stated to Jessica the following: 

The dealership presented and priced the car as in excellent condition and is now doing damage control 

instead of trying to make the wrong done to me right. At the worst I would not have purchased the car 

had I known it was in an accident and at the least I would not have paid full purchase price.   I believe 

the fair resolution to this issue is either being offered a trade for a like vehicle that would be rated 

excellent condition and no cost to myself (vehicle value $12500), Nissan agrees to pay off the total loan 

amount including any early payment fees and take the car back or that the Nissan Security Plus Gold 

preferred extended warranty be issued from 1/22/2014 at no cost to myself for a period of 60 months 

or until an odometer reading of 110000, whichever comes first. 

Jessica Ext. 457278 requested a copy of the car fax be sent to 615-967-3500 and further contact or 

follow up would occur on Monday 1/27/2014.   

1/23/2014 CarFax and explanation faxed, follow up call (voice mail) requesting confirmation of fax 

requested, ignored,  

1/27/2014  voice mail received and returned call to nissan, no answer voice mail left 

1/28/2014 0930 call returned to nissan and voice mail left,  1115 call returned to nissan and voice mail 

left, 1228 call returned to nissan and voice mail left, 1328 call returned to nissan and voice mail left, 

1539 call returned to nissan and voice mail left , 

1/29/2014 0930 call returned to nissan and voice mail left,  1200 call returned to nissan and voice mail 

left, 1331 email or message sent via Nissan website http://www.nissanusa.com/apps/contactus and pdf 

copy printed for my records,  1700  Nissan responded, it is a dealership issue and they refuse to be of 

any assistance.  Any issues must be worked out with the dealership only. 

 



 

 


